Reduction of Parkinson's-related dysphonia by thyroplasty.
Parkinson's-related dysphonia has a negative impact on the quality of speech by increasing the effects of the associated dysarthria. When this dysphonia is related to vocal fold adduction defect, constituting a real glottic insufficiency, vocal fold medialization can be proposed after failure of intensive voice and speech therapy. Acoustic and aerodynamic voice and speech analysis techniques, perceptual evaluation and estimation of vocal handicap, associated with fiberoptic laryngoscopy were performed to determine the indication for vocal fold medialization in these patients with glottic insufficiency. Vocal fold medialization by Montgomery thyroplasty implant was performed under local anesthesia and neuroanalgesia in two patients with Parkinson's disease presenting a dysphonia refractory to speech therapy. Postoperative evaluation showed improvement of voice quality with an increased number of harmonics and improvement of aerodynamic parameters. Vocal fold medialization by Montgomery thyroplasty implant effectively improved voice quality in these two patients allowing a more effective vocal fold adduction. The reducing of the hypophonia has a positive effect on the quality of oral communication. The medialization thyroplasty technique, under local anesthesia, allows intraoperative control of the voice as well as removal of the implant when necessary.